1
TREE AGATE

2
BLUE LACE AGATE

3
FLUORITE RAINBOW

4
AMBER

Releases fear and anger
Helps achieve goals, attracts
prosperity, increases optimism, and
improves physical balance, very
strengthening in times of stress.
Aids digestive system.

Strengthens skeletal structure
Helpful with arthritis, fractures,
pancreas, digestion, throat, peace
and calm, self-worth, emotional
pain, lethargy, self-realization,
inner attunement, meditation,
balances Yin-Yang energy.

Brings order to chaos. Will help you
become mentally aware and then begin to
help you work through the processes
necessary for complete healing. Highly
protective and dissipates negative energy,
balances excessive energy, promotes
cooperation, friendship, and understand.

Soothing and harmonizing, aids
decision making, brings good luck, and
facilitates healing. Absorbs negative
energy, provides strength, draws
disease from the body, eases pain. has
marvelous metaphysical properties for
psychic protection.

5
ANGELITE
Helps dispel anger, uplifting, raises
awareness, and aids access to angels
and guides. Enhances general
healing. Helps treat infectious
diseases, restores strength. Draws out
stress and tension. Aids telepathic
communication. Protects.

6
FUCHSITE
Helps recovery from stress,
enhances flexibility, reduces
headaches, stabilizes spinal
alignment, eases nausea, draws out
innate healing ability of cells, aids
carpal tunnel and organization.

9
CITRINE

10
EYE AGATE

Gives confidence, clears mental
blocks, enhances prosperity and
intuition, helps circulation, aids
digestion, increases motivation, helps
circulation, aids digestion.

Enhances creativity, aids mental
flexibility, aids recovery from illness,
helps heal disorders of the eye and
enhances healing after surgery,
helps see “the big picture”,
increases attention to detail.

13
AMETHYST
Reduces negativity, helps focus
attention, enhances meditation,
reduces nervous energy, and
releases energy blocks,
encourages sobriety, reduces
headaches, and aids memory.

14
Reticulated Jasper
As with all Jasper, this is a
protective and nurturing stone.
Balances ying/yang energy. Can
help relax and bring peace.
Can smooth out and enhance
mental processes. Helps with
astral travel.

7
BLACK TOURMALINE
Clears negative emotions and
thoughts, opens you up to joy and
honesty, aids in the receptivity of
inspiration, repels negative energy,
cultivates inner wisdom, courage,
stability, and patience.

11
CHAROITE
Reduces fear, enhances
attention span, accelerates
transformation, eases headaches
and general aches and pains,
regulates blood pressure and
pulse rate, and increases
recuperative power.

15
QUARTZ CRYSTALS/POINTS
Stores & amplifies energies,
transforms & focuses energy, strong
healer of body & spirit, helps
restore healthy vibrational
frequency, activates pineal &
pituitary glands, facilitates balance.
Increases psychic abilities, connects
with inner source, helps connection
with other dimensions.

8
AMAZONITE
Soothes worries and fears,
enhances creativity, increases
faith and hope, and dissipates
energy blocks, calms emotions,
aids meditation, helps attune to
spiritual realms.

12
BOTSWANA AGATE
Reduces stress and depression,
enhances awareness and
adjustment to new ideas, aids
enlightenment, helps rid body of
toxins, helpful in quitting smoking,
enhances sexual energy.

16
Black Zebra Jasper
is believed to motivate and energize
you to overcome apathy and transform
your ideas into action. Zebra Jasper is
also said to give you the courage to get
to grips with your problems, and to give
you the determination to see
projects through to completion.

17
RED JASPER

18
SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN

19
SNAKE SKIN AGATE

20
STICHTITE

Stabilizes all aspects of being, helps
detoxification, aids in blood diseases,
helps stop bleeding, balances
metabolism, connects to inner strength
and attunement to higher self, reduces
fear and guilt, gives courage.
Facilitates memory of dreams.

Deflects negativity. Provides
support when stressed. Helps
stay centered, helps disorders of
the veins, problems with skeletal
structure, helps stomach &
intestines, helps viral & bacterial
inflammation. Teaches how to
bring light into darkness

Increases cheerfulness and joy,
increases self-awareness, attracts
prosperity, enhances strength in
times of activity, aids hearing
problems, relieves stomach
disorders, banishes fears.

Aids recovery from illness
Enhances emotional healing,
digestion, and empathy.
Encourages open-mindedness
Helps clear karma, facilitates
release of old, non-serving
attitudes. Blocks food cravings.

21
BLOODSTONE JASPER
Reduces anger, improves
concentration and courage, brings
prosperity, relieves headaches,
stomach and bowel pain, helps
kidneys detox blood, aids wound
healing, liver, spleen, stomach.
Gives strength and self confidence.

22
CARNELIAN

23
MOSS AGATE

24
ATLANTASITE

Enhances emotional security,
aids decision making, enhances
prosperity, good for lower back,
stimulates and releases energy,
reduces lethargy, helps enzyme
imbalance, can improve motivation.

Gives strength when stressed,
helps achieve goals, enhances
spiritual growth, relieves
headaches, fevers, and
inflammation. Increases
confidence and self esteem.

(Serpentine & Stichtite)
Helpful with blood disorders,
stimulates joyfulness, facilitates
problem solving, helps access
past lives, awakens inherent
talents, helps achieve goals.

25
AVENTURINE

26
CALCITE, CLEAR

Facilitates tranquility, aids
perception, brings good luck,
enhances health & healing, releases
old blocks and fears, balances male
and female energies, increases
independence and originality.

Calms frustration, improves
memory, increases intuition,
heightens group energies, helps
detoxification, aids kidney
function, spleen, pancreas, and
cleansing and clearing energies.

27
BRONZITE
Enhances adaptability, clears
confusion, aids physical
transformation, stimulates
courage, reduces chronic fatigue
and stress, enhances calmness,
quiets the mind, alkalizes acidity.

28
CHRYSOPRASE
Eases depression and hysteria,
enhances intuition, health, healing,
and fertility, reveals hidden talents,
gives insight into personal problems,
facilitates calm and angelic
connections, aids spiritual growth,

RUBY ZOISITE
An energy amplification stone that
can energize the entire field of one's
body. It is used for psychic ability and
empowerment, as well as altered
states of consciousness enabling you
to reach and utilize abilities of the
mind. Instills joy, spontaneity,
laughter and courage, bringing
passion and a zest for life. It
increases sexual activity, treating
impotency and frigidity.
Magnesite
a wonderful relaxing and calming
stone to use in meditation and it has
the potential to aid you to create
quite amazing changes in your life.
It has potent metaphysical properties
and its vibration is quite impressive. It
may have an effect in various ways...
depending on what you personally
want and need at the time.
It is a strong stone for creative
visualization and imagination... and it
will aid the development of psychic
visions of exceptional clarity.
It has a soothing vibration, and if you
meditate with it, and specifically tune
into the energy of your heart it will
allow your mind to respond to the
desires of the heart. This aids you to
live your life in alignment with your
hearts needs and aspirations. Its
vibration may help you to love
yourself... and this will in most of you,
increase your level of self esteem.

42
APACHE TEARS
Alleviates muscle spasms, helps
detoxification, grounds scattered
energies, helps stomach & intestines,
helps viral & bacterial inflammation,
provides comfort in times of grief,
promotes forgiving attitude, helps stay
centered, dissolves subconscious blocks,
prevents emotional draining by others.
Opens one to new experiences.

SEAWEED QUARTZ
Used to help to clear and
heal the heart and emotions,
used to access the vibration of
love, and to create prosperity and
abundance. It is said to be a 'lucky'
stone, especially in matters of
love, health and money

18
SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN
Deflects negativity. Provides
support when stressed. Helps
stay centered, helps disorders of
the veins, problems with skeletal
structure, helps stomach &
intestines, helps viral & bacterial
inflammation. Teaches how to
bring light into darkness

OCEAN JASPER
Balances Yin/Yang, increases patience,
protects from stress, gives courage,
amplifies psychic vision, enhances
mental stability, protects during travel,
balances physical and mental energy in
working toward goals. Reduces
fear and guilt, gives courage,
aids elimination of toxins.

AGUA NUEVA
Dragon Blood Jasper
Enhances Life Force, courage, strength
and vitality. Helps you achieve goals. Draws
money and love to the wearer. Good for
diagnosing illness and preventing illness.
Physical: Good for nerves, bladder, spleen,
stomach, kidneys, liver, bile ducts, mineral
balance and sense of smell. Provides physical
heart healing. Helps bronchitis, backache,
cramps, colds, flu, jaundice and Multiple
Sclerosis (MS). Forms a 3 foot barrier around the
wearer for protection against negative people.

A good protective stone and can
also strengthen the body’s
connection to the earth

18
SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN
Deflects negativity. Provides
support when stressed. Helps
stay centered, helps disorders of
the veins, problems with skeletal
structure, helps stomach &
intestines, helps viral & bacterial
inflammation. Teaches how to
bring light into darkness

32
LAPIS LAZULI
Helps problems with endocrine
system, helps heart, aids cleansing
organs, depression, and respiratory
system, boosts immune system,
helps heal emotional scars, relieves
anger & frustration, increases
psychic ability and wisdom.

14
AMMONITE
(400 million year old shell)
Protective, enhances survival
instincts and seeing the “big
picture”, aids stability & structure,
helps with degenerative disorders,
increases inner strength.

Green Brecciated Jasper
This stone is composed of angular
fragments of minerals. Physically, it is
found in a pale and earthy green.
Metaphysically it is often used for
stress relief and relaxation, but is also
said that it can enliven and promote
happiness. Like other forms of jasper it
is a power, grounding, and protective
stone which promotes strength and
vitality. Brecciated Jasper is also
known to increase physical endurance
and fend off dehydration. AKA: Army
Jasper, Abreciated Jasper, Brecceated
Jasper

